General Conference
Bowl
Preparations before Conference:
You will need to make a homework
assignment to have each class
member make 4 multiple choice questions when they are watching General
Conference. Ask them to write one multiple choice question from each Session (Not
Priesthood Session). Give them four 3 by 5 cards for this (one card for each question).
You might want to modify the number you give out according to your class size.
Share an EXAMPLE of a multiple choice question you would want to get back like this:
Saturday a.m. session Speaker: Dallin H. Oaks
Dallin H. Oaks told a story about his youth where he strengthened his
testimony. What was the sport he was playing during the story?
A. Soccer B. Tennis C. Football D. Basketball
(The answer goes on the top of the bright colored card (C) Football

Morning of the Bowl: You can play this the first morning after General Conference, or
the next day if you think many kids forgot to make their questions.
Have the room set up with the teams facing each other like Family Feud. Divide the
class into two teams randomly (counting off 1s and 2s is an easy way).
Have a table or podium at the front for you (the Host) and for a member from each team
to come up to. Have a bell they can ring first if they think they know the right answer. If
you don’t have a bell, just see who slaps the podium first.
A team member from each class will come up to the front and the host will ask the
question. The first person to ding the bell AFTER THE QUESTION HAS BEEN READ
COMPLETELY gets to either:
1) answer the question by themselves for 3 points
2) play - return to their team and answer together - correct answer is 1 point
3) pass to the opposing team - correct answer is 2 points.
A wrong answer by a team gives the other team a chance to answer correctly for 2 pts.
Naturally, your students may take notes on ALL sessions of General Conference. AND
they can use these notes during the game.

